
ELEVATE
AVIATION 
WITH PRODIGY

WeAreProdigy.com



A JOURNEY OF INNOVATION
FOR THE AVIATION
AFTERMARKET INDUSTRY 

Prodigy provides tailored solutions for the unique needs of
the aviation aftermarket industry, helping companies
overcome internal and external challenges to enhance
operational efficiency, stay compliant, and gain a
competitive edge in the market. 

We offer a comprehensive suite of services that optimize
and extend AvSight, Accounting Seed and the Salesforce
platform.
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GLOBAL IMPACT,
LOCAL EXPERTISE
Think globally, act locally! 

Prodigy has a footprint spanning Northern America, UK,
Ireland, and beyond. 

Our local expertise merges seamlessly with a global
perspective, ensuring tailored solutions that resonate with
your unique aviation needs.
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RPA MAGIC 
Experience transformation with automation! 
Prodigy RPA experts streamline processes, including data
extraction, workflow automation, and error reduction. Our
system eliminates manual entry by scanning and extracting
data from PDF invoices. 

Prodigy leverages RPA to extract and populate data in
Salesforce tables, fostering seamless connectivity across   
AvSight, and Accounting Seed. For example, we voucher the
repair order process in AvSight and write invoices from the
simple to the most complex in Accounting Seed. Then we
work our magic on advanced business processes like three
way matching using Salesforce Flow.
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AVSIGHT BRILLIANCE
UNLEASHED 
Unleash the brilliance of AvSight with Prodigy! 

We transform the intricacies of AvSight into a seamless
experience, ensuring you harness its full potential. Think
inventory optimization, streamlined maintenance, financial
efficiency, and a whole lot more.  For instance, imagine
automatically attaching documents to outbound email
notifications.

Prodigy's expertise in AvSight extends beyond functionality.
Ours is a journey of optimization and innovation tailored to
your aviation needs. 
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GLOBAL FINANCE
EXCELLENCE
Unlocking Accounting Excellence with AvSight ERP!Combine
powerful products and leverage their full potential with the
power of Salesforce, automation, and RPA. 

Our unique approach provides the tools to ensure systems
like inventory balance effectively. We integrate robust
accounting solutions, offering multi-currency management,
efficient automation, real-time insights, and customizable
dashboards. It's practical, manageable, and seamlessly native
to Salesforce.

Elevate your financial game with Prodigy!
#AccountingSolutions #SalesforceMasters
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SEAMLESSLY SECURE
Safeguarding your data is paramount. We prioritize the
security of our clients' information through the utilization of
Salesforce's cutting-edge cloud infrastructure. The industry-
leading platform empowers us to deliver robust security
features that not only meet but exceed the most stringent
security requirements.

Our commitment to data security is unwavering, ensuring
you have the peace of mind needed to focus on what
matters most – your business success. 

Your data is not just secure, it's fortified by innovation. 
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Connect with Prodigy – Your Digital Innovation Partner
in aviation, finance, Salesforce & Robotic Process
Automation.

Elevate your operations, streamline processes, and
embark on a journey of growth and success.

Reach out to us today! 

TAKE FLIGHT WITH AVSIGHT
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